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ACTIVITY



Name your favorite candy brand.



Name your favorite candy brand.

1. What do you like most about it?

2. What do you think of when you think of the candy brand?

3. Why is it better than other candy brands?

4. What kind of people eat this brand of candy?

5. How loyal are you to this particular brand of candy?

6. How much money would you be willing to pay for this brand  

of candy v. a copycat or generic brand of the candy?



REAL WORLD EXAMPLE:  Malaco

VIDEO: “The Secret”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45dCSuurvzQ


WHAT IS A BRAND?



WHAT IS A BRAND?

“A name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or combination of

them which is intended to identify the goods and services

of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them

from those of competitors.”
(Kotler 1991)
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WHAT IS A BRAND?

“A name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or combination of

them which is intended to identify the goods and services

of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them

from those of competitors.” (Kotler 1991)

These are called BRAND “IDENTITIES”
Brand = name + term + sign + symbol + design



WHAT IS A BRAND?

Updated way of thinking…
• Brand as an “associative network.”

• All the elements that come to mind



WHAT IS A BRAND?



WHAT IS A BRAND?

More on “Associative Networks”…
• Information stored in nodes

• Bigger node, stronger influence

• Links also vary in strength

• “Spreading Activation”



There are so many terms!



BRAND TERMINOLOGY

Brand: the totality of one’s associative network creating a mental representation 

and affective experience upon thinking of the brand

Brand Identity: each of the separate elements that, combined, create the “brand.”

Brand Knowledge: Brand Awareness * Brand Image

Brand Awareness: ability to identify the brand | recall, recognition
-Top-of-Mind Awareness
-Evoked Set v. Consideration Set

Brand Image: perceptions of the brand based on associations held in memory
-Product-Related Attributes
-Non-Product-Related Attributes (price, people using, packaging, where used)
-Benefits: 1) Functional benefits, 2) Experiential benefits, 3) Symbolic benefits
-Attitudes
-Favorability, Uniqueness, Strength (FUS)



BRAND TERMINOLOGY
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Why do we care so much about brand knowledge?



Why do we care so much about brand knowledge?

BRAND EQUITY



BRAND EQUITY

“A brand is said to have positive (negative) customer-based brand equity if consumers 

react more (less) favorably to the product, price, promotion, or distribution of the brand than 

they do to the same marketing mix elements when it is attributed to a fictitiously named or 

unnamed version of the same product or service.”



BRAND EQUITY

Which one would you pay more for?

Which one is probably better quality?



ACTIVITY



IDEA MAPPING

 Idea generation
 Maps onto the Associative Network Modeling

 Think of nodes, valence, and strength

 Don’t be critical at first

 Start with the brand in the middle
 Then link items that come to mind

 Add items linking from secondary ideas

 Brainstorming is a bit guided already
 Must constantly think about uniqueness

 The relevance is usually already built-in

LET’S TRY IT OUT: McDonald’s



IDEA MAPPING

 Idea generation
 Maps onto the Associative Network Modeling

 Think of nodes, valence, and strength

 Don’t be critical at first

 Start with the brand in the middle
 Then link items that come to mind

 Add items linking from secondary ideas

 Brainstorming is a bit guided already
 Must constantly think about uniqueness

 The relevance is usually already built-in

LET’S TRY IT OUT: McDonald’s

TWO THINGS TO NOTE UP FRONT:

1. Not all brand associations are positive.

2. It takes time to build and establish a brand 

(and then must work to maintain it)



Cool. 

So, now that we know how all the terms 

fit together, how do we build a brand?



HOW DOES ONE BUILD A BRAND?



HOW DOES ONE BUILD A BRAND?

• Like most things, there’s no “one right way” to do it

• But let’s trust the experts in the room: Kevin Lane Keller

• Keller created the Brand Equity Pyramid

• Characteristics of the BEP:

1) It is consumer focused

2) It has sequential building blocks

3) It is comprehensive

4) Its components can be measured

….exciting stuff, isn’t it? Let’s see it!



THE BRAND EQUITY PYRAMID (BEP)

Consumer

Brand Resonance

Consumer

Judgments
Consumer

Feelings

Brand Performance Brand Imagery

Brand Salience

(Keller, 2001)



THE BRAND EQUITY PYRAMID (BEP)

Consumer

Brand Resonance

Consumer

Judgments
Consumer

Feelings

Brand Performance Brand Imagery

Brand Salience
1. IDENTITY: Who are you? 

Deep, broad brand awareness

2. MEANING: What are you? 
Strong, favorable, & unique brand associations

3. RESPONSES: What about you? 
Positive, accessible responses

4. RELATIONSHIPS: What about you and me? 
Intense, active relationships



THE BRAND EQUITY PYRAMID (BEP)

Consumer

Brand Resonance

Consumer

Judgments
Consumer

Feelings

Brand Performance Brand Imagery

Brand Salience
1. IDENTITY: Who are you? 

Deep, broad brand awareness

2. MEANING: What are you? 
Strong, favorable, & unique brand associations

3. RESPONSES: What about you? 
Positive, accessible responses

4. RELATIONSHIPS: What about you and me? 
Intense, active relationships

It is worth noting that the base of the pyramid are elements of which a company has more control...

…the top of the pyramid are elements that rely almost entirely on consumer perception, beliefs, and feelings.



Consumer Brand 

Resonance:

Loyalty

Attachment

Community

Engagement

Consumer 

Judgments:

Quality

Credibility

Consideration

Superiority

Consumer Feelings:

Warmth
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Social Approval

Self-Respect

Brand Performance:

Primary Characteristics &

Secondary Features

Product Reliability, Durability,

& Serviceability

Service Effectiveness, Efficiency,

& Empathy

Style & Design

Price

Brand Imagery:

User Profiles

Purchase & Usage Situation

Personality & Values

History, Heritage & Experiences

Brand Salience:

Category Identification Needs Satisfied

The BEP in greater detail…



BRAND IDENTITY

 BRAND IDENTITY: WHO ARE YOU?
 What is your core business?

 If you had to summarize the business in one sentence

SOFT DRINKS / CARBONATED BEVERAGES



BRAND MEANING

 BRAND MEANING: WHAT ARE YOU?
 Beyond ”core business”

 What makes your brand STRONG, FAVORABLE, and UNIQUE

BRAND PERFORMANCE…

1) Primary Characteristics & Secondary Features

2) Product Reliability, Durability, & Serviceability

3) Service Effectiveness, Efficiency, & Empathy

4) Style & Design

5) Price

How to think about it:

Tangible, observable, measurable characteristics

about the product



BRAND MEANING

 BRAND MEANING: WHAT ARE YOU?
 Beyond ”core business”

 What makes your brand STRONG, FAVORABLE, and UNIQUE

BRAND IMAGERY…

1) User Profiles (who uses the brand)

2) Purchase and Usage Situation (when and where)

3) Personality and Values

4) History, Heritage, and Experiences

How to think about it:

The less tangible characteristics surrounding the

brand and its use; the factors surrounding the

product/service VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6W5pqlbh5sQ


BRAND RESPONSES

 BRAND RESPONSES: WHAT ABOUT YOU?
 Takes on the perception of consumers

 Encompasses the THOUGHTS and FEELINGS of consumers

CONSUMER JUDGMENTS

1) Quality

2) Credibility

3) Consideration

4) Superiority

How to think about it:

What customers think about your brand



BRAND RESPONSES

 BRAND RESPONSES: WHAT ABOUT YOU?
 Takes on the perception of consumers

 Encompasses the THOUGHTS and FEELINGS of consumers

CONSUMER FEELINGS

1) Warmth

2) Fun

3) Excitement

4) Security

5) Social Approval

6) Self-Respect

NOTE: Maslow

How to think about it:

How your brand makes consumers feel



BRAND RELATIONSHIPS

 BRAND RELATIONSHIPS: WHAT ABOUT YOU AND ME?
 The first level is what we do

 The second level is characteristics about the product/service

 The third level is about consumer thoughts and feelings

 This level marries consumers with the brand/company

CONSUMER BRAND RESONANCE

1) Loyalty

2) Attachment

3) Community

4) Engagement 

How to think about it:

The consequences of combining strong brands with

consumers thoughts and feelings about those brands



EXAMPLE: BUILD-A-BEAR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQsGh5yHyas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX3DqVs8YIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2aN93dgNcs


Consumer Brand 
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History, Heritage & Experiences

Brand Salience:

Category Identification Needs Satisfied

STUFFED ANIMALS

- Variety of Options
- Experiential Process
- Repaired for Life
- Bright Colors / Cartoon
- Premium Price

- Good Parents
- Higher End
- Birthdays, Dates
- Love, BEAR, heart
- Origin Story: little girl

- Repeat purchasers for different life occasions
- What could be more  attachment-oriented than teddy bear?
- Community of collectors  / Bear puns and names used throughout
- Experiential element of the brand is the definition of engagement

- Warm
- Fun
- Exciting

- Long-lasting
- Industry Leader
- Charitable and Kid-Friendly
- Beat out competitors



BUSINESS OBJECTIVE



BUSINESS OBJECTIVE

 IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: There is ALWAYS a business goal
 Sometimes the goal is to bolster a brand

 Sometimes the goal is to re-brand

 Sometimes the goal is to extend the brand

 Sometimes the goal is to reach new audiences

 Do not forget the traditional core elements of marketing
 Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning (STP)

 The 4Ps: Price, Product, Placement, Promotion

 Know your audience(s)

 Know your competition

 Your BRAND is a part of your STRATEGY and your SUCCESS
 We can rely on the brand for positive outcomes

 We can tinker with the brand to achieve our goals

 Once we know the brand, we can *tweak* it per our needs



MOUREY FUSION MODEL

PROSPECTIVE

AUDIENCE

DESIRED OBJECTIVE
Multiply

Purchases

Open Up 

More Options
Rally the 

Troops
Educate

Wandering 

Customers

Hot-Off-The-Press 

Customers

Others’ Customers

My Customers

Just about any marketing 
campaign involves some 
combination of an intended 
prospective audience and a 

desired objective for that 
audience. The needs of these 
consumers represents a 
market opportunity for a 
business that can be achieved 
via one of the desired 
objectives. Bolstering or 
tinkering with a brand should 
be in service of this broader 
business goal. When these 
initiatives are aligned, true 
magic happens.



BRAND POSITIONING

 BRAND POSITIONING: 
 Use brand to occupy a distinct place in a customer’s mind

 Knowing what YOU do well and do differently

 Knowing what YOUR COMPETITORS do and their position

 EXAMPLE: Yellow Tail Australian Wine

 Positioning: “Approachable, easy-to-use, fun.”

The product: Yellow Tail developed a wine that is soft and sweet in taste and as approachable as beer and 
ready-to-drink cocktails. It resulted in an easy-drinking wine that did not require years of experience 
to develop an appreciation for it.

The name: A fun, adventurous name representing the tail of a Kangaroo (as a reference to the Australian origins).

The visual identity: A fun, colorful and unintimidating packaging design without complicated enological terms.
The communication strategy: Focusing their communication on in-store activities with brand ambassador that 

helped the product to be perceived as approachable and funny/down-to-
earth ads.

The price: Price of less than $10 to fit be perceived as “approachable” and being used at every festive occasion.



BRAND POSITIONING

 BUT YOU CAN’T JUST CHANGE A BRAND OVERNIGHT
 It takes time to build a brand – neural connections need to be made

 Once a brand is established in the brain, it’s hard to break those connections

 Easier for new brands v. well-established brands

 EXAMPLE: Tropicana Orange Juice | An attempt to “make the brand more modern.”
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BRAND POSITIONING

 BUT YOU CAN’T JUST CHANGE A BRAND OVERNIGHT
 It takes time to build a brand – neural connections need to be made

 Once a brand is established in the brain, it’s hard to break those connections

 Easier for new brands v. well-established brands

 EXAMPLE: Tropicana Orange JuiceYou must respect the brand.

You must remember that consumer perceptions are an important part of “the brand.”

Company goals should always reflect what customers want/need.



CRASH COURSE IN DESIGN



CRASH COURSE IN DESIGN

 COLOR: SCHEMES + CONSISTENCY
 Familiarize yourself with CYMK, RGB, Hex Codes

 Three elements of color: hue, value, chroma (saturation)

 Logos should work in black and white

 Don’t use too many colors; choose wisely

 NEGATIVE SPACE + ROOM TO BREATHE
 Try to be consistent with spacing between text, images

 Don’t be afraid to have empty space

 Remember that colors are trendy

 FONT FAMILIES + TYPEFACES
 The difference between a “font” and a “typeface”

 The difference between a “serif” and a “sans serif”

 MODERN DESIGN
 Integrated Marketing Strategy: consistency is key

 Styles: Web 2.0 to flat/matte design example



BRAND BOOK

 What is a Brand Book (a.k.a. Brand Bible)?
 Quality control + consistency

 Contains all the rules for how the brand should look, feel, sound

 Includes specifics for typefaces, colors, etc.

 What is typically included in a Brand Book? 
 Brand Overview: history, vision, and personality

 Logo specifications and examples of usage

 Typography palette

 Color palette

 Image use specifications, including photography style

 Letterhead, business card, and other collateral design

 Web rules and design templates

 Specifications for signing/outdoor use of brand

 Writing style and voice

 Social media rules/guidelines

 Visual examples to support each rule (proper and improper)

 Link to an example: Nike Football

http://issuu.com/logobr/docs/brandbook_nikefootball


BRAND-OFF #1









BRAND-OFF #1: Short & Sweet
1. Select a candy brand to rebrand.

2. Use the Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid in your process.

3. Justify the business reason behind your rebranding that 

particular candy brand: keep in mind that existing brands can

very difficult to ”rebrand” (it takes years to build associations)

4. Your final presentation should include:

- A short history/summary of the original brand (pre-change)

- Images and descriptions of the original branding
- A business reason for choosing to rebrand this brand

+ Whom is the target market?
+ What do you want them to do?

- The six parts of the Brand Equity Pyramid for the rebranding
- Supporting visuals and directions for the rebranding
- Parts of a “Brand Book”–colors, typefaces, styles–for the idea

The team will present a 10-15 minute presentation to cover this 
information, including an accompanying slideshow or PDF.

DON’T JUST TELL US WHAT YOU PLAN TO DO, SHOW US.

Presentations will be delivered first thing on Day 2. Make it fun.


